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Ye Chen is not ungrateful, if Ge Qing has something to do by himself, he will not easily refuse. 

 

Ge Qing asked with a smile, "how about this body method?" 

 

Ye Chen helplessly said with a smile: "very good, President Ge, say it, what's the matter." 

 

Ge Qing said with a smile: "Ye Chen, it's wrong for you to say so. Is the dean that kind of person?" 

 

Ye Chen rolled his eyes and turned to walk outside the door and said, "if there is nothing wrong, I will go 

first." 

 

Ge Qing was in a hurry, his figure flashed in front of Ye Chen, and said with a smile, "although the 

president is not such a person, there is something wrong, and I need your help..." 

 

Ye Chen sat down and said, "what's the matter, please tell me directly." 

 

Ge Qing looked at Ye Chen, flashed a trace of memory on his face, pondered for a moment, and then 

said: 

 

"in fact, this matter may have some origin with you. Ye Chen, did you enter Lingwu land from Kunlun 

 

Ye Chen hears speech a Leng, Ge Qing how can mention this? 

 

However, he nodded and said, "yes, how did President Ge know?" 

 



Ge Qing said with a smile: "there are some records in the files sent by xuanyuezong. In fact, I also come 

from other planes. 

 

However, it is not the earth. My elder martial brother and I went through a lot of hardships in order to 

enter the Lingwu continent. However, when we passed through the space tunnel, we were separated 

because of the turbulence of time and space. 

 

Over the years, I have been searching for the whereabouts of my senior brother, but I have never heard 

from you... " 

 

Speaking of this, Ge Qing, who has always been a playful and smiling face, can not help but show a sad 

color in his eyes. 

 

"I also know in my heart that the elder martial brother should not be in the world, and I have already 

put this matter down. 

 

After all, when you practice martial arts, you are going against the weather, full of difficulties and 

dangers. Even if you lose your life by accident in the process, it's very normal... " 

 

"But!" Ge Qing suddenly brightened her eyes and said with a little excitement: "not long ago, I got the 

news by chance. Someone saw a martial artist, and his skill was quite similar to mine." 

 

Ye Chen nodded, but he asked with some doubts: "is this the elder martial brother of President Ge? But 

what does it have to do with me coming from earth? " 

 

Ge Qingyao said: "no, later I also conducted a lot of investigations. Although the man seems to be 

deliberately hiding his tracks and not showing his true appearance, according to my investigation, he is 

not my elder martial brother..." 

 

"The reason for mentioning the place where you used to be is that according to my investigation, this 

person is likely to come from the same place as you!" 

 

"What?" Ye Chen hears the speech, suddenly stands up from the seat! 



 

Chen Zhifan is just like him from China! 

 

Is this man Ge Qing talking about is Chen Zhifan? 

 

Then, this matter, he has to pay attention to! 

 

Chen Zhifan is a friend of his Ye Chen. He is also his first close friend when he comes to Lingwu. He 

comes from the same place with him. Naturally, he is very concerned about Chen Zhifan's affairs! 

 

Ge Qing continued: "according to my guess, at that time, my elder martial brother did not enter the 

Lingwu continent because of an accident, but went to China. However, he may later feel that it is 

hopeless to enter Lingwu land, so he left a heritage on the earth!" 

 

"And the person whose skills are similar to mine should be his inheritor! Although he came to the land 

of Lingwu, he did not succeed! " 

 

Ye Chen took a deep breath and said, "Dean Ge, can your inheritance be related to Zhenwu?" 

 

Ge Qing looked at Ye Chen, shook his head and said, "no, but elder martial brother, he changed the 

name of inheritance, which is unknown. When I found out the inheritor of this elder martial brother, my 

originally silent mind became lively again, but when I was about to find out his identity, I broke the clue! 

" 

 

"What's going on?" Ye Chen wrinkled way. 

 

Although Ge Qing said that his inheritance had nothing to do with Zhenwu, it did not mean that he was 

not Chen Zhifan. 

 

Moreover, even if it is not Chen Zhifan, if he really comes from China like himself, ye Chen still has some 

concerns. 

 



He knew that not everyone who came to Lingwu could grow up like him and have a foothold. Many 

people may have to endure a lot of contempt and insult, such as Chen Zhifan used to be. 

 

If so, they from the same place, but also ignore each other, Lingwu mainland, it is likely that they will 

never have a place. 

 

This is not what ye Chen wants to see. 

 

Ge Qing's face also showed a strong point: 

 

"as far as I know, the man did not know why he went to the southern region of Lingwu. 

 

That's the southern region where the veiled girl who saved you. 

 

Moreover, it also provoked a family in the southern region! 

 

If it happened near the Shenhuo college, I could still solve it. But in the southern region, let alone solve 

it, I can hardly even find out his news!However, according to the clues, the family did not kill him! But 

for some reason, they have been imprisoned! " 

 

With that, Ge Qing sighed: "there are some contradictions between Shenhuo college and Nanyu, and 

the address of Shenfeng college is also in the southern region. As you may see, I still have a hostile 

relationship with Shenfeng college. 

 

Therefore, even I dare not sneak into the southern regions. " 

 

"Another point, southern region is different from other regions. Any warrior who enters the southern 

region will be strictly investigated. You must be careful and keep a low profile when you go. Don't cause 

any trouble!" 

 

Looking at Ye Chen, he suddenly showed a smile and said, "Ye Chen, so now you know why I choose 

you? 



 

I guess the southern region never dreamed that the Shenhuo academy would be born with an 

unimaginable evil spirit capable of competing with those who are powerful in sealing doors! 

 

What's more, the old guy of Shenfeng college, for some reason, didn't even mention anything about you 

after he went back. The guy in southern region didn't notice you at all! 

 

This is really, there is no more suitable person than you 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed. He knew that the reason why the dean of Shenfeng college didn't mention him 

was that the emperor of Jiuyou Kingdom asked him. 

 

Even if it was not for Chen Zhifan or the mysterious girl, he would go to the southern regions once. 

 

Only because the southern region is where the Blood Sword gate and the general Hall of the blood spirit 

clan are located. 

 

It's also the place where Kunlun virtual energy is imprisoned! 

 

One year's agreement is coming. Before that, he must solve the matter of the blood spirit clan. 

 

Otherwise, if we let them attack kunlunxu ahead of time, the consequences will be unimaginable! 

 

Immediately, he nodded to ge Qing and promised, "well, Premier Ge, I will take care of this matter." 

 

Although, entering the southern region may face some unexpected dangers, but he must go! 
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Ge Qing immediately took a jade slip from his arms and threw it to Ye Chen, saying: 

 

"Ye Chen, the information of that family is recorded in this jade slip. What resources do you need to go 

to the southern regions? Use my token to find the College Tutor to arrange for you. 

 

However, you must also be careful, to their own safety first! Thank you here, old man 

 

At the end of the day, Ge Qing couldn't help being serious. He didn't want to let the students encounter 

any accidents because of his own affairs. 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "don't be polite. I want to thank you for telling me this. If the inheritor is 

really my friend, I owe the president a big favor." 

 

Ge Qing said with a smile: "well, we don't have to be so polite any more. Go quickly. Don't worry. I was 

negligent before. This time, I will take care of your friends in the college." 

 

Ye Chen gratefully said, "thank you very much." 

 

With that, he went to the dean's room. 

 

After he found the forging place of gaochen, he left the workshop. 

 

According to the instructions of the demon emperor, the blood demon sword must be rebuilt. 

 

As soon as he entered the forging workshop, ye Chen saw an old man who was short in stature but full 

of fiery muscles. He had short hair, a big white beard, and was naked. He only wore an apron. 

 

The old man was sitting at the door, sleeping. 

 

Ye Chen couldn't help laughing, but he heard that the forging workshop was in charge of one of the 

most respected instructors in the college! 



 

However, this old man, although he seems to be unruly, but his cultivation is a solid late existence! 

 

Moreover, ye Chen, who has immortal god body and devil body, can easily feel the power of this old 

man's body! 

 

The old man seemed to feel the arrival of Ye Chen. He opened his eyes slowly and stretched his waist 

and said, "little guy, come to find me. Can you do something?" 

 

Ye Chen says with a smile: "younger generation wants to make one thing." 

 

"Oh?" The old man waved his hand and said to Ye Chen, "here, don't call me any tutor. Call me old man 

Wu. Follow me in." 

 

Having said that, he turned and walked into the forging workshop. 

 

Ye Chen followed him into the workshop. As soon as he entered the workshop, he felt a very hot breath! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flash a trace of surprise, this temperature, good terror! 

 

I'm afraid it's very difficult for ordinary martial artists to bear the temperature here? 

 

However, with Ye Chen's physique, this is nothing. What's more, he still has a dark flame. Even if the 

temperature is increased ten times, ye Chen can still endure it. 

 

Old Wu glanced at Ye Chen. In his eyes, his essence flashed and he said with a smile, "boy, you have a 

good constitution. You have passed the first level." 

 

"Ah?" Ye Chen hears speech a Leng, "Wu old, what do you mean?" 

 



Old Wu frowned and looked at Ye Chen and said, "don't you know the rules of my workshop?" 

 

Ye Chen doubts: "what rules? Isn't the workshop paying for college points to trade? " 

 

Old Wu shook his head and said, "my workshop never accepts points. Even if Ge Qing comes by himself, 

he will also follow my rules. The first is to be able to withstand the temperature in the workshop! " 

 

With that, he continued to walk towards the interior of the workshop. 

 

Ye Chen naturally followed. 

 

He knew that Shenhuo Academy was a crouching tiger, a hidden dragon. This old man was not simple. 

 

Soon, Mr. Wu came to a small room with three kinds of hammers from big to small. 

 

Old Wu pointed to the three hammers and said: 

 

"I only build three kinds of weapons of the same level: the soldiers of time and space, the artifact, and 

the real artifact. To make different weapons, you need to be able to lift and wave hammers of different 

weights. This is the content of the second level!" 

 

Ye Chen smell speech nod, immediately, to the biggest hammer to see! 

 

Naturally, he wanted the blood magic sword to become the strongest! 

 

Looking at Ye Chen's look, old Wu couldn't help but show a trace of helplessness in his eyes and said 

with a smile: 

 

"boy, I know you are the Ye Chen, and your strength is really strong. However, I advise you not to be too 

ambitious and look for me to build a real artifact? 



 

The weight of this hammer is beyond your imagination! 

 

Don't think you can do anything just because you have some strength. It's a good thing to have self-

confidence. Blind self-confidence is stupid! 

 

Strength and physical strength cannot be equated. 

 

What's more, I can remind you that you can only be qualified once a year if you find me to forge! 

 

This time it failed. In this year, I will not accept your forging request again. Do you understand? " 

 

After that, Mr. Wu looked at Ye Chen complacently. Ye Chen's aptitude was indeed very good, and he 

was also very optimistic about ye Chen. However, he still felt that ye Chen was a little proud, so he 

wanted to take this opportunity to beat Ye Chen.But who knows, after hearing Wu's words, ye Chen still 

firmly said: "thank you for reminding me. I understand, but I still choose the hammer of the true 

artifact." 

 

"What?" Old Wu blows a beard to stare at Ye Chen, some angry, this young man, how does not listen to 

persuade? 

 

However, even he did not find that there was a trace of appreciation hidden in his eyes! 

 

Although it is a more reasonable and advantageous choice to choose a hammer with lower weight, there 

are always some people in the world who know the difficulties and want to challenge the limit! 

 

People who know that it is unreasonable to continue to be proud! 

 

Mr. Wu, for this kind of person, actually is appreciates! 

 

Because, when he was young, that was his character! 



 

However, old Wu or to Ye Chen cold hum a way: "hum, boy, then don't blame me for not reminding 

you." 

 

Ye Chen takes a deep breath and stares at the hammer! 

 

Even if you are yourself, you can't treat it at will! 

 

Immediately, ye Chen murmured, the immortal demon reincarnation formula, the burning blood 

formula, the demon manifestation, the God blood, all display! 

 

A strong breath rises from ye Chen! 

 

With the growth of Ye Chen's cultivation, his strength has also improved a lot! 

 

And when ye Chen condenses his breath, Wu Lao is also surprised! 

 

He devoted his whole life to forging, and he was no stranger to power. When ye Chen changed his body, 

he could clearly feel that there was a terrible force in Ye Chen's body, just like the top ferocious beast in 

the flood land! 

 

Originally, he thought Ye Chen said that he wanted to choose the artifact hammer, but he was arrogant 

and ambitious! 

 

Now it seems that I was wrong! 

 

It's really out of sight! 

 

Ye Chen is not arrogant, but, in terms of strength, he has absolute confidence in himself! 
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But he stares at Ye Chen's back, still have some doubts. 

 

He knows that ye Chen's power is very strong, but whether he can really lift the real artifact hammer is 

still unknown! 

 

After all, there are too many talented people in the Academy! 

 

However, even these demons, no one can lift the hammer of true artifact in the realm of creation! 

 

Even, the number of people who hold up the door is pitiful! 

 

Those people are two levels higher than ye Chen! 

 

Mr. Wu is one of the oldest teachers of Shenhuo college. You can imagine how many demons he has 

been exposed to! 

 

Soon, ye Chen came to the hammer. He held the handle of the hammer with both hands and exerted a 

little force. Then, he frowned! 

 

This artifact hammer is even heavier than he imagined! 

 

Seeing ye Chen's look, old Wu shook his head triumphantly and said with a smile, "boy, how about it? 

You know how good it is? Have you ever heard a word, not an old man... " 

 

However, before Mr. Wu finished speaking, ye Chen suddenly murmured, and with both hands exerting 

his strength, he lifted up the hammer of the real artifact, and danced wildly even in the blacksmith's 

room! 

 



With the weight of terror hammer, in Ye Chen's hand, it seems to become an ordinary stick! 

 

The sledgehammer dances in Ye Chen's hand, setting off gusts of wind, and blowing all the objects in the 

workshop upside down! 

 

But old Wu, is directly stupid! 

 

It's so creepy that I can't speak! 

 

The mouth under the white beard was wide open and could not be closed! 

 

If ye Chen simply lifted the hammer, it would be OK. Old Wu could barely accept it. But like now, he 

would dance like a light weight? 

 

This will make old Wu doubt whether his eyes are wrong! 

 

It's more than lifting and waving? 

 

It's like playing, right? 

 

Old Wu's brain cells are freezing! 

 

Ye Chen put down the huge hammer and said with a smile, "Mr. Wu, am I qualified?" 

 

Hearing Ye Chen's voice, Wu laocai came back to his senses and looked at the huge hammer. In his eyes, 

there was a very excited light in his eyes. He nodded again and again: "qualified! Qualified! It's too good 

to be qualified again! " 

 

The main reason why he wants to set up three passes in the workshop is to find an excellent successor! 

 



Although he taught many talented disciples in Shenhuo University and received some real disciples with 

good qualification, no one could get the essence of his forging skill! 

 

And ye Chen, in terms of physical endurance and strength, has shown a very amazing talent. Now, old 

Wu looks at Ye Chen as if he saw a treasure. His eyes are shining. How can he not be excited? 

 

Ye Chen was embarrassed by Mr. Wu and asked, "Mr. Wu, what are you going to do next?" 

 

Old Wu said with a smile, "boy, do you know what is the most important in forging besides patience and 

strength?" 

 

Ye Chen pondered for a moment and then replied, "savvy?" 

 

After all, the forging God also taught him this. 

 

Old Wu laughed, shook his head and said, "boy, it's God! If you have enough powerful mind, you can 

have enough control over the materials! 

 

Although understanding is very important, but you don't have the talent of divinity. Even if you have 

higher understanding, you can't master the essence of forging! 

 

The third level is the test of divinity! " 

 

When ye Chen hears the speech, he reveals a light smile. He has the body of reading the devil, which is 

more than the divine mind? 

 

His strength, although already enough against the sky, but ye Chen's mind, is the most rebellious place! 

 

Seeing ye Chen's relaxed look on his face, Wu snorted: "boy, don't be complacent. Your strength is really 

excellent. However, the reason why I put the idea in the third level is because it is the most difficult one! 

Don't be careless. Come with me 

 



With that, under the leadership of Wu Lao, ye Chen came to a long and narrow corridor. 

 

Even if he didn't walk into the corridor, ye Chen could clearly feel that there was a strong sense of 

divinity in this corridor! 

 

Wu said: "boy, the last pass is to pass through this corridor in half an hour. You don't see that this 

corridor is only about ten meters. Its terror is beyond your imagination! 

 

This time, you must listen to me. Don't be too big and pass slowly. If you rush too fast at once, your 

mind will not be able to bear the pressure and even be seriously injured. Do you understand? " 

 

Ye Chen a smile way: "I understand." 

 

At the next moment, his whole body flashed with electric light, and he rushed towards the corridor with 

a hundred steps! 

 

It's not that he doesn't want to listen to Wu, but he really doesn't want to spend too much time on 

forging. He has to go to the southern regions as soon as possible! 

 

Perhaps, Chen Zhifan, mysterious girl, Kunlun Xu's masters are waiting for themselves now!Old Wu saw 

this, but his face changed greatly. He said angrily, "you bastard! Come back to me 

 

Said, he sealed the door later of the pressure, crazy outbreak, will be all out to save Ye Chen! 

 

In his opinion, with the speed of Ye Chen, it is necessary to bear the pressure of the whole corridor! 

 

Even if it is a strong seal, do so, will also be seriously injured! 

 

But the next moment, opposite the corridor, ye Chen's light voice sounded: "Mr. Wu, don't worry. I'm 

ok. I just walked a little faster, just a little bit in a hurry." 

 



What? 

 

This time, old Wu was even more shocked than when he saw Ye Chen waving the hammer of the 

artifact. 

 

Even, the whole person's body is stiff, eyes empty looking ahead. 

 

Why didn't Ye Chen get hurt? 

 

In Wu's brain, there was chaos. 

 

He had thought that ye Chen's physical quality and strength were excellent enough. He didn't expect 

much from his mind. He could barely pass the standard. After all, the talent of mind is more rare than 

strength and physical quality! 

 

But? 

 

Ye Chen, completely subverted his cognition! 

 

Is this still human? 

 

I'm afraid we can't find a second genius like Ye Chen in the history of Lingwu? 

 

Ye Chen saw that old Wu was in a daze, and his figure flashed again. He turned a blind eye to the terrible 

spirit corridor. He went back to him again, patted him on the shoulder and said, "old Wu? Are you all 

right? " 

 

At this time, Wu laocai suddenly woke up. He tightly grasped Ye Chen's hand and said, "tell me, I'm not. 

Am I dreaming?" 

 

Ye Chen had to smile bitterly: "is not a dream, now, can forge for me?" 



 

Mr. Wu looked at Ye Chen with kindness on his face and said with a smile, "of course. Have you brought 

the materials? Even if not, I can forge it for you. However, I have a condition. I hope you can agree. " 
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After this test, coupled with Wu's reaction, ye Chen naturally guessed Wu's conditions, but said, "you 

say it." 

 

In fact, he was quite interested in the forging techniques of Lingwu continent. 

 

He even wanted to transform the thousand weapons explosion that forged the God King! 

 

In the later stage, the more powerless the effect will be. If you improve the thousand weapon explosion 

and add enough artifact and real artifact, you may get unexpected results! 

 

Wu said with a smile: "that is to inherit my mantle and learn from me to forge." 

 

Ye Chen nodded and said, "yes, but I can't learn from you immediately. Before that, I have other things 

to deal with." 

 

Wu said with a smile: "no problem. Although I am old, I don't lack this time. Take out the items you want 

to forge." 

 

Immediately, ye Chen handed the blood magic sword and the materials from Muye to Lao Wu and said, 

"I hope to upgrade this sword." 

 

Old Wu saw the blood demon sword, and his eyes were shining. He touched the mark on the blood 

demon sword and sighed: "this sword is not ordinary." 

 



"And, if I'm not mistaken, the sword has exhausted its last strength to save you." 

 

"The damage is too great." 

 

"And it's a magic sword, which needs to be guided by the devil I can repair and upgrade the sword to the 

extreme, but the magic guide needs you to handle it. " 

 

Ye Chen smiles, as for the magic guide, the devil emperor has promised him, he naturally need not 

worry. 

 

Old Wu did not say much, and said: "give it to me. You can leave now. Forging can't be finished in a few 

days. I'll inform you when I'm ready." 

 

"I'm very interested in this sword. The day it was recast may be the time to shake the land of Lingwu." 

 

"Ye Chen, you will be surprised." 

 

After that, he took the material and went to the forging room. 

 

Ye Chen is stunned. As soon as he mentions forging, he seems to have changed himself. 

 

Ye Chen went to see Sun Yi, Ji Lin and others, and explained what he wanted to leave. 

 

Will come back before Lingyun's one-year appointment. 

 

After explaining everything, he sacrificed his boat and went to the southern region. 

 

Standing at the top of the boat, ye Chen overlooks the whole Lingwu continent and murmurs: "I don't 

know how the masters are doing." 

 



"Last time, what was the connection between the bleeding spirit clan and the kingdom of God 

 

Although the flying boat is of high quality, it will take some time to get to the southern regions. 

 

Immediately, ye Chen took out the divine level body method that GE Qing gave him. It was called wind 

and thunder flash. It was based on the thunder attribute and supplemented by the wind attribute. Even 

in the divine level, it was a very high body skill. 

 

Soon, ye Chen was immersed in the understanding of the flash of wind and thunder. Now, he should 

seize all the time to improve his strength. 

 

Moreover, although the goal of this trip to the southern regions is just a family, who knows if there will 

be any changes on the way? 

 

Before arriving in the southern regions, it is also good to enhance one point of strength. 

 

At the beginning of his understanding of the flash of wind and thunder, ye Chen was very happy. As 

expected, his experience of practicing 100 steps of chasing electricity is of great help to understand the 

flash of wind and thunder! 

 

However, soon Ye Chen frowned again. Even so, the flash of wind and thunder still made him feel rather 

tricky. The content was too obscure and profound! 

 

More than half a day later, ye Chen broke away from the enlightenment, and suddenly opened his eyes. 

The purple light flashed in his eyes, and faintly took on a trace of thunder. 

 

The next moment, ye Chen's body moves, instantly disappears from the original position, and the figure 

quickly flashes up! 

 

If someone pays attention at this time, they can only see a burst of golden lightning, which is dazzling, 

but can't see ye Chen's figure at all! 

 



A moment later, ye Chen stopped and reappeared in the room, with a trace of satisfaction on his face. 

 

The wind and thunder flash, although extremely profound, but the same, is also extremely strong! 

 

Ye Chen has only understood part of thunder. He has not fully mastered the attribute of wind, which is 

not a real introduction. However, just the part of thunder attribute has greatly increased his body 

method! 

 

In addition, the Fengshen boots, which are originally wind attributes, complement each other and 

increase the speed greatly! 

 

Now ye Chen's speed, even if placed in the seal level, is also enough. 

 

At this time, he felt that the original speed of the flying boat was a meal! 

 

The southern region is here! 

 

Ye Chen put away the boat and went outside. At this time, a lot of people gathered outside. Some of 

them were surprised at the scene in front of them, while others were plain, as if they had seen nothing 

strange. 

 

And those who were surprised were obviously like Ye Chen, who came to this southern region for the 

first time. 

 

Ye Chen looked at a frontier fortress city in front of him, and his eyes flashed, and he was surprised. 

 

What a powerful momentum! 

 

The surrounding array is more romantic! 

 

Generally, it is impossible for the strong to break the door!Only through the city gate! 



 

Ye Chen did not hesitate to follow the crowd to the gate. 

 

At the gate of the city gate, several soldiers in gold and red armor were guarding the gate, checking the 

credentials of those who entered the country one by one. 

 

Ye Chen looks at these people, they are all good in strength, and even one of them is standing behind 

those soldiers. He is a general figure or a half step seal! 

 

I don't know if it is because of the gratitude and resentment between the kingdom of God and the veiled 

girl that has promoted the strength of the gatekeeper! 

 

As you can imagine, this southern region is not simple! 

 

The procession moved on. 

 

Soon, it was Ye Chen's turn. 

 

Ye Chen looks indifferent, and gives the certificate and other things prepared by GE Qing to the soldiers 

guarding the gate. 

 

The soldier checked Ye Chen's voucher information, confirmed that there was no problem, and then 

returned them to Ye Chen. Just as he was preparing to release, the general standing behind several 

soldiers suddenly called out: 

 

"etc." 

 

Several soldiers were stunned, and then they all looked at Ye Chen with a smile. The soldier who was 

about to let go also coughed and changed his way: "your information, some problems, follow my 

brother and check it." 

 

"Questions? What's the problem? " 



 

Ye Chen slightly frowns, Ge Qing gives him the information that prepares, natural impossibility has what 

problem. 

 

What's more, the soldier was obviously ready to let go just now, but after the general who didn't even 

read the information called out and so on, he changed his mouth? 

 

Then contact a few people that expression, obviously, this matter, and his information has nothing to do 

with it! 

 

But after hearing Ye Chen's question, the soldier was impatient and said coldly, "if you go, you will go. 

Where can I get so much nonsense? 

 

Hurry up. The next person is still waiting. I'll drive you back directly and prohibit you from entering our 

southern regions. " 

 

Ye Chen's eyes sank and took a deep look at the soldier, vaguely annoyed. 
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However, several people behind Ye Chen looked at Ye Chen with pity. They knew that this kind of thing 

would happen once or twice every time he entered the country. To blame, the young man was the only 

one who had bad luck. 

 

However, although Ye Chen was angry, he still followed a soldier in front to the city. 

 

He has a task to do this time, so he doesn't want to make a big deal of it. 

 

And the soldier, will ye Chen into a small attic not far from the gate, then playfully said with a smile: 

"you, wait here first, our leader will come to ask you some questions later." 

 



Ye Chen's eyes flashed: "when?" 

 

"When?" The soldier went out to the attic and looked at Ye Chen with a sneer and said, "naturally, it's 

time for him to come." 

 

Then he went out and closed the door of the attic. 

 

Ye Chen looks at the gate, and there is an array attached to it. If there is no order to open it and break 

out forcibly, at least, it needs to attack at half a step. It is totally impossible for ordinary star orifices to 

do so. 

 

However, with Ye Chen's strength, this door, of course, can't close him. 

 

But what is the use if he breaks out by force? 

 

If you do that, you will definitely be wanted and deported. 

 

He will be delayed in saving people. 

 

Ye Chen grinned bitterly. It seemed that he was really unlucky. Somehow, he was taken in by the leader. 

 

At this time, the soldier who brought Ye Chen into the attic had already returned to the gate. The leader 

looked at him and said with a smile: "how about it? Is that boy honest? " 

 

The soldier also laughed and replied, "if he is not honest, what else can he do? How dare you not do it to 

me even if it is only six layers of heaven 

 

Several people smell speech, all is a burst of laughter. 

 

One of the soldiers asked the leader, "general Bai, how do you like that boy? I think the young woman 

who just passed by is very good." 



 

General Bai said to the man with a smile: "stupid, full of women. That young woman is good, but at 

most, she can only eat tofu. How dare you really treat her? 

 

It's not easy to press down on that matter. Can you afford to blame general Li? " 

 

That person seems to think of what, a shrunk his head way: "that still forget, but, I look at the boy, also 

do not have what oil and water?" 

 

"No oil and water?" General Bai said with a smile, "you fool, what kind of world have you seen? How can 

you know who has oil and water and who has no oil and water? 

 

My eyes, can't be wrong, this boy gives me a strange feeling, certainly not as simple as on the surface 

 

"General Bai said yes," the soldier said with a smile 

 

General Bai nodded, and a smile appeared in his eyes. He said, "well, this group of immigrants has 

almost finished the inspection. It's time for us to go back and entertain our guests." 

 

Several soldiers looked at each other with a smile on their faces. There was going to be a good show. 

 

Soon, a few people went back to the attic where ye Chen was, and pushed the door in. 

 

The white general glanced at Ye Chen, who was sitting in the attic with a smile in his eyes. 

 

The young man gave him a very unusual feeling. Although he was not as arrogant as those dandies, he 

gave him a sense of detached independence. 

 

White general knows, this is only that kind of arrogant to the bones of the super demon, will have the 

temperament. 

 



Seeing ye Chen encounter such a situation, or so indifferent, general Bai is more sure of his guess. 

 

Immediately, general Bai said with a smile to Ye Chen: "young man, I'm Baishan. I'm a general of 

immigration control in the southern region. What's your name?" 

 

Ye Chen faintly looked at the white mountain of this half step seal door, the vision slightly shakes, this 

person complexion is pale. 

 

He was thirty-four years old in appearance, with a goatee, a general's gold armour, and a long sword on 

his waist. His whole appearance was somewhat cool. However, he had an eagle nose, a little overcast 

and a fake smile on his face. 

 

That smile, let Ye Chen quite disgust. 

 

But, after all, this man is the gatekeeper of the southern region. Ye Chen still says, "Ye Chen." 

 

What he wrote in his materials was Ye Chen, Ge Qing and he didn't mean to hide it. After all, if the dean 

of Shenfeng college really leaked Ye Chen's information, it would not be possible to conceal his name. 

 

General Bai nodded his head and said, "well, ye Chen, there seems to be something wrong with your 

immigration information, which is still under examination. The time can be long or short, and we are not 

sure." 

 

After saying that, there is a trace of fun in his eyes. 

 

Ye Chen looks at the white mountain and frowns slightly. 

 

However, Baishan quickly went on to say, "well, don't get me wrong. We don't mean to blackmail you. 

It's just a normal and regular process. Ye Chen, you should not think much about it, ha ha ha." 

 



Ye Chen looks at the white mountain, a burst of silence, do not think about it?Bai Shan, who clearly 

wanted to use his power and position to blackmail himself, now deliberately uttered such a high 

sounding words, which made Ye Chen feel disgusted. 

 

However, he also knows that he can't do anything because of this. After all, this is the territory of the 

southern region. If the other party doesn't want you to enter the country, he can even drive you out 

directly. He just checks the information for a period of time, and ye Chen really has no way. 

 

Looking at Ye Chen's silent appearance, Bai Shan and several other soldiers are all satisfied. No matter 

what kind of super genius, peerless monster and high status you are in other regions, don't you still have 

to lie down for me when you come to our southern regions? 

 

Looking at the look of Baishan and others, ye Chen can't help but flash a little anger and unwilling! 

 

Looking at the faces of Baishan and others, he thought of the president's explanation, and secretly 

swore: "I Ye Chen, one day, I will become the most powerful existence on the Lingwu continent, 

worshipped by various forces! 

 

Even hidden forces like the kingdom of God 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, the ice cold land deep in the southern region. 

 

The palace of Jue Han Emperor. 

 

Wei Ying opened her eyes and her face was still pale. 

 

The injuries brought to her by some old members of the Shenglong family have not been fully 

recovered! 

 

Damn it! 



 

Her eyes look at not far away flustered into white son, way: "what matter?" 

 

Bai'er hesitated for a few seconds, and then said, "palace master, there are two things. The first one is 

that the people of the God Kingdom's herdsmen seem to have sent people into the southern regions. 

They are likely to come here." 

 

"The shepherd of the kingdom of God sent six strong men of Taixu state this time If they find it here, the 

palace of absolute cold emperor is in absolute danger. " 

 

However, Wei Ying did not feel flustered. 

 

Her eyes are full of killing intention: "come again how, just let this ice and snow land more than a few 

skeletons." 

 

"What's the second thing?" 

 

Bai'er sighed and continued: "palace master, ye Chen has come to the south region." 

 

As soon as the words came out, Wei Ying suddenly stood up: "what!" 

 

"Why did he come to the southern region at such a critical moment?" 
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Wei Ying looked dignified and frowned. She murmured, "he and Lingyun are less than 20 days a year. 

Shouldn't we devote ourselves to practice during this period?" 

 

"How did you come to southern regions?" 



 

Bai'er shook his head: "I don't know the palace master. Now he is stuck at the border of the southern 

region. It should be OK." 

 

"Do you need me to go to the border to inform Ye Chen." 

 

Wei Ying pondered for a moment and said, "he doesn't know my identity. He can't find here." 

 

"The shepherds of the kingdom of God will eventually find this place." 

 

"This war can't be avoided. If ye Chen comes here, it will be useless. On the contrary, his life will be 

wasted." 

 

"Keep an eye on him for me." 

 

"I have a kind of ominous premonition, this time facing those who are powerful in the kingdom of God, 

it will be a great threat before the rise of juechan palace." 

 

"I have been told by my predecessors that the road of martial arts can not be too smooth. Once the road 

is followed, the pain I will bear in the future will be enough to kill myself." 

 

"Since we have come, we can't retreat from the palace of absolute cold emperor." 

 

Bai'er was eager to say but stopped: "palace master, you are still hurt Why don't we hide first. " 

 

"Not really. Let's invite that one." 

 

Wei Ying's hands were behind her, and the bead curtain on her head rippled a little bit: "in ancient 

times, I Jue Han Emperor Palace was a white mountain. He said with a smile:" in addition, we have a 

tradition in the southern region, that is, when we compete with spirit animals, we will add some color 

heads to increase the fun of the game. Otherwise, it is not boring to just watch the spirit animal race? " 



 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed, the man finally said the purpose! 

 

And those martial artists, also vaguely surrounded Ye Chen, the momentum of his body, slightly 

revealed, now, even if ye Chen wants to refuse, they will not agree. 

 

A few people look at Ye Chen with a grim smile on their faces. Even if they are evil and strong, can they 

withstand the pressure of several star orifices and a half step door blocker? 

 

Even if ye Chen is iron and steel general will, they also believe that in the end, ye Chen will collapse and 

yield in front of the pressure brought by several people, which is their usual trick! 

 

This arena is no better than the garret over there. If they do, they will kill Ye Chen. As long as they 

handle it properly, they may not expose their tracks and be detected by the people above. 

 

That's why they chose to be here. 

 

However, these people did not really intend to kill people and steal goods. 

 

If not, exposed, it is not a small matter, with the above character, punishment must not be light. 
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Therefore, they usually use the spirit beast to earn some extra money. 

 

Ye Chen naturally saw the meaning of these people, just wanted to refuse to prepare to start, the devil 

emperor's voice suddenly sounded in his mind: "here is something extremely important to me, you 

might as well bet with them." 

 



Ye Chen one Zheng, still took back the hand, to all humanity: "well, this game I pour is really very 

interested." 

 

Several people smell speech, is a joy! 

 

I didn't expect that the boy got hooked so easily! 

 

Immediately, Baishan said with a smile: "brother ye, I really did not mistake you. You are a bold and 

forthright person. Well, let's go and choose the spirit beast. Then, let's drink some wine and enjoy the 

spirit animal race at the same time. Isn't it fast?" 

 

Immediately, Baishan and others took Ye Chen to the animal farm. 

 

Have not entered, ye Chen will hear not far away, came the bursts of animal hiss, such as thunder 

general! 

 

In the eye, can't help but flash a bit different color! 

 

He was also shocked when he saw the unusual spirit beasts of thousands of horses, some with dragon 

horns, some with flame, some with whirlwind, some with dragon scales, leisurely eating grass and 

chasing each other in a canyon. 

 

Baishan and others looked at each other with a smile. They all saw the strange things in this scene. 

However, looking at Ye Chen's appearance, he was obviously in contact with this kind of spirit beast for 

the first time. 

 

Such people, they do not even need to rely on other means, solemnly rely on their own experience of 

the beast, can kill Ye Chen! 

 

Baishan said to Ye Chen casually, "Ye Chen, since you are a guest, you should choose the spirit beast 

first. How about it?" 

 



Ye Chen looked at Baishan and said, "Oh? Brother Bai is not afraid. I've picked the best one away? " 

 

Bai Shan laughed, patted Ye Chen on the shoulder and said, "if you have such a fierce vision, we will be 

convinced if we lose!" 

 

Although he said so, he was full of sarcasm in his heart. 

 

It seems that there is little difference in the breath of these animals. If they really run, they are totally 

different. 

 

There must be no difference between the gods of ordinary people, let alone Ye Chen. The outsiders who 

have not been in contact with spirit beasts are the native people of southern regions who have been 

gambling with them all the year round. It's hard to tell which one is the best among the thousands of 

spirit beasts! 

 

Ye Chen also ignored several people's eyes, huge mind, instant release, from thousands of spirit beast 

body, swept by! 

 

Immediately, ye Chen eyes a bright, locked a black spirit beast! 

 

The spirit beast, with a trace of black light, on top of its head, has a pair of backward curved short sharp 

horns, which can be regarded as a divine steed, that is, it is slightly thinner. 

 

However, its own momentum, but compared with other spirit animals, much worse! 

 

Other spirit animals, one by one, are galloping and neighing, full of vitality and amazing. 

 

And what about this black beast? 

 

It curled up on the ground, listless appearance, slowly eating spirit grass, it seems to be a pair of lifeless 

appearance! 

 



No combat power at all! 

 

What's the use of this spirit beast! 

 

Several people follow Ye Chen's line of sight to look, is a Leng! 

 

Then, he couldn't help laughing out loud! 

 

Several people look at Ye Chen and smile and ask: "that, brother ye, are you interested in the spirit beast 

that lies on the ground eating grass?" 

 

Ye Chen nodded his head and said, "yes, I'll choose him." 

 

Several people laughed again. One of them said, "brother ye, do you know that the momentum of the 

spirit beast is very important. The spirit is like a dragon in the sky, and it is the strong one who is said to 

be chasing the wind and hissing clouds. 

 

You see, the spirit beast you chose is sick and convulsed. I don't know. I thought he was going to die. 

How can this compare with other spirit animals? I advise you to choose another one? " 

 

Ye Chen, who knows nothing about spirit animals! 

 

He is a blind man with no eyes! 

 

Even Baishan, a little doubt flashed in his eyes. Shouldn't Ye Chen be so stupid? 

 

How did you choose a spirit beast of this level? Is he really wrong? 

 

Ye Chen looked at several people with a sneer on his face and shook his head: "thank you for your 

kindness, but I don't know why, I'm quite close to the spirit beast. I've decided to choose it." 



 

Several people look at Ye Chen with disdain. They all secretly decide to defeat Ye Chen by choosing the 

right spirit beast by themselves, and let Ye Chen realize his ignorance through serious competition. 

 

Although they have the backhand who can win the game, they are even too lazy to use it in the face of 

Ye Chen! 

 

They have self-confidence, with their own eyes, even if do not use the back hand, is enough to explode 

Ye Chen! 

 

Even the white mountain looks at Ye Chen, all have some lack of interest, such a fool, do you really have 

much oil and water? 

 

Soon, a few people have selected their own spirit beast, will them, brought to the track above. 

 

At this time, on the track, there are five spirit beasts. In addition to the black beast selected by Ye 

chenxuan, there is also a flaming spirit beast with golden eyes!It's a spirit beast with clouds all over it, a 

pair of antlers on its head, faint and immortal, and all over blue and white! 

 

A dark red spirit beast with a pair of protruding tusks, a pair of blood eyes and evil spirit! 

 

The last one is very tall, with a single horn on its head. The whole body is white and surrounded by 

colorful aura! 

 

Ye Chen's black beast, if you look at it alone, can be regarded as a divine steed, but now, among these 

spirits, it seems to be emaciated and powerless. 

 

If other spirit animals are horses, ye Chen, the black beast, is a donkey! 

 

Several people looked at the black beast, and then burst into laughter. 

 

Bai Shan took a look at Ye Chen and introduced him to him: 



 

"little brother, I see that you don't know anything about spirit animals. Let me introduce to you the 

white horse I chose. The breed is called holy spirit, the dark red spirit animal is blood evil spirit, the 

green and white spirit animal is Xianyun, and the red spirit animal is ChiYan. These four kinds of spirit 

animals are the top-level first-class beasts in our southern regions. 

 

As for your black beast... " 

 

At this point, the sarcasm in his eyes was strong enough to flow out, and he continued: 

 

"it's a race named wumang. Although this race can be called a spirit beast, it exists at the bottom among 

the spirit animals of all races, and even in the mount, it is a third class race. Now you still feel your 

choice, right 

 

Several people look at Ye Chen with a smile, ready to see ye Chen's ugly face. 

 

However, ye Chen is not satisfied with the way: "the game is just, what to care about? Let's not talk 

about this. We're not going to bet? How? " 
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Several people smell speech, are a Leng, some incredible looking at Ye Chen. 

 

I saw his face indifferent, not at all like in the forced look. 

 

How could that be possible? 

 

Ye Chen's reaction, isn't it? 

 

This person not only did not care, but also asked the question of wager voluntarily? 



 

This man is not really a fool, is he? 

 

Several people all look at Ye Chen strangely. Bai Shan has a strange feeling in his heart. He always feels 

that ye Chen is not as simple as he seems on the surface. 

 

What a freak! 

 

However, he did not care too much, even if ye Chen really has a unique vision, what? 

 

White mountain's mouth, raised a trace of sneer. 

 

Immediately, Baishan was not wordy. His eyes suddenly gathered and his whole body was oppressive. 

He ran toward Ye Chen and said in a deep voice: "ordinary small fights are not even games for us. In 

order to exchange feelings with you, how about we make a bigger bet?" 

 

Ye Chen coldly smiles, he is very confident, the thing that evil emperor says is oneself choose this head. 

 

Why? 

 

The spirit of ordinary people may not feel the gap between spirits and beasts. 

 

But is Ye Chen an ordinary person? 

 

He has the body of reciting demons, and the quality of his mind is far better than that of ordinary 

martial arts. What's more, his mind now has surpassed that of the powerful one! 

 

With such a powerful mind, the strength of these spirit beasts has been completely mastered by Ye 

Chen! 

 



Then the white mountain pressure, that is, no problem 

 

After that, he picked up the spirit wine beside him, tasted it, and put a chopstick of demon meat into his 

mouth with a relaxed look. 

 

This time, a few people are really sluggish, the air of this border, all of a sudden silent down. 

 

Soon, several people's faces changed. They seemed to think of something. They looked at Ye Chen 

grimly and said: 

 

"brother ye, although this is only a game, you should take it seriously. After all, if you refuse to pay, such 

a person will definitely not be able to enter our southern region, and even we have reason to doubt you 

Identity, some questioning of you, do you understand? " 

 

Ye Chen looks at that person, canthus swept a trace of disdain, for the threat in its words, only feel 

ridiculous. 

 

Interrogation? If a few people really start to Ye Chen, ye Chen will not worry so much. With his current 

strength, these people are just wastes that can be killed at will. 

 

But now, there's no need to turn around. 

 

Immediately, with a wave of his hand, he put the bag containing a pile of Nanyu holy stones that GE 

Qing gave him to himself. With a sneer on his face, he said: 

 

"it seems that you are worried that I can't afford it?" 

 

"In this bag, there are 100 pieces. You don't have to worry that I will even default on this amount of 

money, but I just don't know. Dare you tell me this hundred sacred stones?" 

 



When several people heard the speech, they were all angry. Their eyes were staring at Ye Chen. The 

spirit power of the whole body was surging, and countless natural breath flickered. The air was cold in 

an instant! 

 

How can several people not be angry? 

 

When they put their eyes on Ye Chen's bag on the table top, the greedy color flashed in their eyes! 

 

Take out a hundred at random, you can imagine how terrible Ye Chen's fortune is! 

 

If ordinary people are not worth their risk of killing and taking treasure, the financial resources shown by 

Ye Chen have already made them excited! 

 

Even, willing to bear the consequences for it! 

 

In a few people's breath more and more intense, killing more and more strong, when the pressure 

directly pointed to Ye Chen, a majestic drink, suddenly sounded! 

 

"Enough!" 

 

Several people a Zheng, are the breath convergence, toward the direction of the voice to see. 

 

That's the sound of white mountain. 

 

The white mountain gazed at Ye Chen, his eyes flashed a few times, and then he said with a smile: "little 

brother, we underestimate you. It's good. We'll follow the bet!" 

 

With that, he glanced at several of his subordinates fiercely, and all of them could not help shivering. 

 

Baishan knows that since Ye Chen can take out 100 pieces at will, how terrifying is the force behind it! 



 

If ordinary talents disappear in southern regions, they can easily cover them up. But what about the top 

forces in other regions? 

 

In that case, in order to give an account to the other side, the southern regions will probably have to 

hand over their lives! 

 

Immediately, Baishan didn't talk much nonsense. He directly took out a bag and put it on the table 

together. He swept several people standing behind him and said, "what are you still doing? Take out the 

bet. Don't lose the face of our people in the southern region. Do you want to make brother ye look 

down on you?" 

 

Finally, a few people or heart a ruthless, the holy stone bag, put on the table! 

 

Baishan nodded, while tasting wine, he raised his hand to the competition field, played a ray of light, 

and yelled: "start!"The next moment, the light fell on the field, and the five spirit beasts, which were still 

in a relaxed appearance, suddenly changed their looks, raised their heads and hissed, and rushed out in 

front of them! 

 

These spirit animals are specially trained and naturally respond to the stimulation of the Dharma. 

 

The crowd looked at the field, immediately, with smiles in their eyes. 

 

I saw that the first one was the holy spirit beast selected by Baishan. It was very fast, and it could be said 

that it was very fast! 

 

Other Xianyun, xuesha and ChiYan are a little behind, but they can still keep up! 

 

And as for the dark awn that ye Chen chooses? 

 

Slowly fall behind a few spirit beast, run askew, compare with other several spirit beast, it is like a turtle 

crawling in general! 



 

Moreover, with the speed of several spirit beasts getting faster and faster, the gap between the black 

mans and a few spirit beasts has also been drawn bigger and bigger! 

 

One of you is a good eye? 

 

Just now, we were shocked by the heroic words. We thought that you know more about animals and are 

more sure about them? But now? 

 

You may not know that the act of sending money is not forthright but stupid in our southern region! Ha 

ha ha ha ha ha 

 

"Don't say that. You can see that wumang can run at a good speed. It's about half of the other spirits, 

isn't it? Maybe there's still a chance to turn it around? " 

 

In the face of several people's words, ye Chen just lightly drinks, does not put in the heart at all. 

 

And see, a few spirit beast ran two-thirds of the track, that wumang, or behind the other several spirit 

beast more than half the distance. 

 

Several people look at each other, can't help but use the eyes, signal Baishan. 

 

How many people in Baishan want to know? 

 

Their backhand also needs some preparation time. If they don't do it again, it will be too late to use it for 

a while. 
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However, judging from the meaning of several people, they are not ready to make a move. After all, it is 

not easy to use the backhand, although it is powerful. It is obvious that it is impossible to win. So why 

should they waste their efforts? 

 

Baishan looked at the dark awn, and his eyes flashed. Now this distance is the legendary spirit beast of 

the Tianlong clan, can't it be chased back? 

 

Immediately, he shook his head to several people, also did not intend to move. 

 

The leaf Chen corner of the eye remaining light glimpses several people's small movement, the corner of 

the mouth, can't help but float a trace of smile. 

 

He knows, right away, there's going to be a good show. 

 

Just as Baishan and others leisurely drink and eat meat, and look like a sure winner, the originally listless 

wumang spirit beast suddenly hisses, and the whole body is black and electric light explodes. The light in 

his eyes is bright and his whole body is full of momentum! 

 

For a moment, the other spirits, who were originally speeding up their galloping, all screamed in terror, 

as if they were feeling a great threat. They were running on four legs, but they were shivering! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are bright, and the dark way is coming! 

 

In his mind induction, this wumang spirit beast, hidden in the body of a very strong blood, is definitely 

the most powerful of the numerous spirit beast of the species! 

 

And he, who has the body of reading demons, can even clearly perceive the emotion of the wumang 

spirit beast. 

 

The reason why this wumang spirit beast behaves listlessly is that it feels out of place with its 

surroundings. Among those spirit beasts, there is no existence that can make it look at and produce 

interest! 

 



For example, a giant tiger is locked up in a monkey mountain, can it fight with monkeys all day? 

 

And Baishan and others see this, it is an instant look changed! 

 

Baishan stood up directly, staring at the wumang spirit beast. It seemed that wumang had finally raised 

a trace of energy and began to exert strength! 

 

And its power, it is a direct embodiment of a black lightning, the speed is unimaginable! 

 

The eyesight of closing the door with half a step in the white mountain can hardly keep up with the 

speed of wumang! 

 

How terrible it is! 

 

He blurted out in disbelief, "no way! How could it be so! " 

 

It's not just incredible? Even, they began to worry and fear! 

 

Now, it's too late for them to use their backhand! 

 

And 100 holy stones, even for Baishan, are not a small sum of money! 

 

"Damn it!" The rest of them were pale and bloodless, full of horror! 

 

And as if, is to turn a few people's fear into reality, the speed of the dark awn is accelerated again! 

 

See, running in the front of the spirit beast, will rush through the end, a black shadow, flash away, in the 

time of no time, surpass the spirit beast, rush through the end! 

 



With a few crackles, the glass in the hands of Baishan and others fell to the ground at the same time and 

was smashed to pieces. 

 

Bai Shan's eyes flashed, staring at the dark awn, and exclaimed in disbelief: "ancient alien?" 

 

Wumang itself is a lower race, but if it is a different species in ancient times, it is totally different. 

 

This kind of spirit animal has inherited a trace of ancient blood in its body. No matter how its race is, it 

has a potential beyond imagination! 

 

And the ancient alien, but than the top of the monster, more rare existence ah! 

 

This kind of spirit beast is so attracted by Ye Chen, who doesn't seem to understand the spirit beast at 

all? 

 

The ancient blood of wumang is unknown even to Baishan and others! 

 

It's not their fault, because there is almost no difference between the ancient animals of different races 

and the spirit animals of their own race. Only the most top animal trainers can discover them. 

 

Can ye Chen really compete with the top animal trainers? 

 

They looked at the awn lying leisurely on the ground. It was incredible that they couldn't breathe! 

 

Originally, it was a great joy to find an ancient spirit animal, but now? 

 

A few people, want to kill the heart of the dark mans have. 

 

In a flash, several people who wake up are all looking at Ye Chen fiercely. If, before, they were still 

frightened by the white mountain, and they did not dare to move. Now, they are on the edge of the 

outbreak and want to solve the future problems! 



 

Ye Chen, with a cool smile on his face, gazed at several people and said faintly: "how? What are you 

doing looking at me like this? Just now, that wumang took the lead in crossing the finish line. Didn't I 

win? Or... " 

 

With that, his tone became cold and said, "now, do you want to admit it? Or, if you want to do 

something to me, this is the demeanor of people in southern regions? It's really enlightening. " 

 

Several people smell speech, are more and more ferocious face, breath faint blend, these people are the 

strong men who have been fighting together for many years, cooperate with each other very tacit 

understanding, although they are just star orifices martial arts! 

 

But under the joint efforts, even in the white mountain under such a warrior, support a few moves! 

 

Just as the atmosphere became more and more dignified, Baishan suddenly patted the table and 

smashed the wooden table with wine and vegetables. His whole body breath was released without 

reservation!The faces of those martial artists changed slightly, and the original faint fusion breath was 

broken in an instant! 

 

Baishan looked at several people and said, "what are you doing? Don't you take me seriously? " 

 

Several people looked at the white mountain that cold light twinkling eyes, are subconsciously a 

shudder, immediately shook his head way: "dare not, subordinates know wrong." 

 

Hearing the speech, Bai Shan softened his complexion and turned his head to Ye Chen and said, "little 

brother, this game, we admit defeat. Don't worry, I'm Bai. Although I'm not a good man, this reputation 

still exists." 

 

Ye Chen light a smile way: "so say, I can go?" 

 

Hearing the words of Baishan, those warriors turned pale. 

 

However, his eyes flashed slightly 



 

"But?" Ye Chen looks at Baishan with a smile. What kind of credit is there? 

 

If Baishan really has credibility, it will do such a despicable thing? 

 

Ye Chen sneers in his heart, but the surface doesn't show up. 

 

The white mountain looked at Ye Chen and said, "if you want to leave now, I need to arrange 

procedures for you and leave here temporarily. Moreover, it is not convenient to take you with you, that 

is to say..." 

 

Ye Chen drank a mouthful of wine and sneered, "that is to say, I will live alone in the wilderness with 

your men who have just lost money?" 

 

Those people looked at each other, and their eyes lit up again! 

 

Bai Shan nodded, and there was a hint of killing on his face. He continued, "why don't you do this? Let's 

gamble again. During this period, I'll tell you to go down in advance. After the gambling is finished, you 

can leave directly, and you don't need me to run one more time. What do you think?" 
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After pondering for a moment, ye Chen still opened his mouth and said, "according to what you say." 

 

He knew that, no matter what, if he wanted to enter the southern region without showing his face, he 

would have to take the bet! 

 

Several people look at each other, on the face, flash a glimmer of smile. 

 

Soon, they will let Ye Chen know, what is the real despair! 



 

Although they don't know why Ye Chen chose the dark awn so strange! 

 

But what about that? 

 

Before, they will lose, the main reason is that they underestimated the enemy, careless, this kind of 

thing, can't happen twice! 

 

No matter what kind of spirit beast, as long as they are there, it is impossible to successfully run through 

the end! 

 

Although wumang is weird, they are also confident. They will kill Ye Chen's hope of victory by their 

means! 

 

That is to say, this time, ye Chen, we will lose! 

 

Baishan looked at Ye Chen and said, "little brother ye, can we start now?" 

 

Ye Chen nods a head way: "begin." 

 

Baishan made a magic decision. Under the stimulation of Dharma decision, several spirit beasts all 

galloped forward! 

 

But this time, the rest of the spirit beast's state obviously was much worse, even, they all deliberately 

suppressed the speed, dare not run in front of the awn! 

 

Baishan and others looked at each other, and all of a sudden, they sent out a strange wave. 

 

Ye Chen raised his eyebrows, and Yu Guang glanced at several people. The fluctuation was very weak. If 

he had not possessed the body of reading demons, he could not even find it now! 

 



Soon, the fluctuation of a few people, unexpectedly gathered in one place! 

 

Feel the breath of energy, ye Chen's eyes, also can't help flashing a trace of surprise color! 

 

This is, mind attack! 

 

Ye Chen is right. The real backhand of Baishan and others is this divine attack! 

 

Originally, with their qualifications, they could not become soul cultivation. However, the southern 

region has a secret skill. If the right martial arts practitioners practice it, several people can form an 

array with the power of spirit. 

 

Through this array, several people can not only unite spirits, but also launch spirit attacks similar to soul 

skills! 

 

But soon, ye Chen's look calmed down. 

 

Because, he found that although Baishan and others could unite with the mind and launch the attack, 

their breath was extremely obscure. 

 

However, such an attack is still too crude to be compared with the real soul skill! 

 

Even the soul sword he learned from Muye's Secret script is not as good as it is! 

 

However, the soul array played by the team is really meaningful. If there is a chance, ye Chen also wants 

to understand. 

 

After completing the soul array, Baishan and others looked at Ye Chen with a sneer. In their opinion, as 

long as they completed the soul array, ye Chen would surely be defeated. 

 



You know, how many of them use the spirit array to attack, but they may threaten the martial arts of 

the gate! 

 

Baishan's eyes swept several people. They had been working together for a long time. Naturally, they 

understood. Immediately, several people controlled the soul array and locked in the dark light. 

 

The next moment, the soul array, broke out a strong spirit of the power, directly to the dark mans attack 

and go! 

 

This awn, although it is a species of ancient times, but now it has not completely grown up, is not good 

at fighting! 

 

Several people are cold, looking at Ye Chen, they know, immediately this awn will be completely 

paralyzed on the track, do not know, then ye Chen, what expression? 

 

Really, let them look forward to it. 

 

At this time, ye Chen's eyes flashed a ray of light, the spirit burst out, condensed the soul sword, 

towards the invisible energy of the soul array, chopped away! 

 

Baishan and others were originally full of sarcasm, but they solidified in the next moment, completely 

and thoroughly! 

 

Because, in their eyes that awn, just end to end continues to run on the track, completely does not seem 

to be attacked by the gods. 

 

What's going on? 

 

Baishan and others, at this time are a pair of ghost expression. 

 

They have never heard of the ancient alien, can ignore the spirit attack? 

 



Now, not only those martial artists, but also Baishan are in a bit of a hurry! Use spirit attack again! 

 

Ye Chen looks at a few people, eyes, flashing a faint smile, even if the other several people join hands, 

but these people, whether the spirit of the attack way or on the strength of the spirit, and ye Chen's gap 

is too big. 

 

Ye Chen's soul sword is cut out, and once again, the attacks of those people are invisible. 

 

This time, Bai Shan and other people's faces were completely gloomy. They tried their best to show their 

soul skills. However, the dark awn was always safe and sound! 

 

"What have you done?" Baishan turned around and roared angrily at Ye Chen. 

 

Now, even if he is stupid, he can also think that the problem is in Ye Chen's body, not that dark mans 

blood.At this time, the dark awn finally rushed through the end. 

 

Ye Chen laughingly looks at Baishan and others. At this time, their faces are cold and they vaguely 

surround Ye Chen in the center. Where is there any way to abide by the gambling agreement? 

 

Ye Chen was drinking wine, and said, "what are you doing? Don't you have a lot of confidence in the 

joint attack of spirits? Why ask me again, what have you done? " 

 

"What?" Baishan and others suddenly exclaimed and looked at Ye Chen strangely. 

 

Did this kid find out what he was waiting for? 

 

You know, even the ordinary martial arts, even if they can prevent their soul array attack, it is very 

difficult to detect ah! 

 

Their soul array attack is much rougher than the real soul skill, but the only advantage is concealment! 

 



More terrifying is, ye Chen not only found, seems, but also cracked their soul array attack! 

 

Ye Chen looked at several people's looks and continued to sneer: "is this the game of the people of 

southern regions? I don't know. If this matter is spread to other domains, can your game still play? " 

 

Several people smell speech, facial expression immediately big change. If what ye Chen says is true, this 

matter shakes out, they can say is finished. 

 

The white mountain looks ferocious and says in a cold voice to Ye Chen: "boy, what do you say? Leave 

these sacred stones and get rid of them. I can also let you enter the country. Otherwise, it will not only 

drive you out of southern regions, but also be as simple as that. " 

 

The temperature outside the arena suddenly fell below freezing point. Bai Shan's eyes flashed with 

murderous intent. The original disguise could not be maintained any more. He yelled: "do it!" 

 

Immediately, a few people soul array again, dead locked Ye Chen! 

 

Although Ye Chen sees through their means and seems to have some way to crack their attack, Bai Shan 

still doesn't want to believe that a mere creator can restrain the soul array that makes them trust 

incomparably! 

 


